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Stepping Up: A Journey Through the Psalms of Ascent Audio CDs by Beth Moore contain the audio

portion (7 CDs) of the teaching segments in this detailed study of Psalms 120â€“134. The set comes

in a CD-size zipper case and a PDF of the listening guide is included on the first CD. Great for

extended groups, catch-up sessions, visually impaired participants, or leader/participant personal

review.Stepping Up: A Journey Through the Psalms of Ascent, is an in-depth women&#39;s Bible

study that looks at 15 Psalms. Just as a song or poem can express feelings of fear, doubt, hope,

and joy, these 15 psalms model how study participants can voice their own petitions and praises to

our God, who is always available and ready to hear us.
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I purchased this CD set and the book by the same title because I am going to take this Bible study

at church. It is wonderful to have the CDs because I can work a bit ahead, OR if I miss a lesson at

church I'll be able to hear Beth giving the lesson. Beth Moore is truly gifted and anointed by God. I'm

very glad I purchased the CDs to go along with the book---It is added insurance in case I would miss

a lesson AND it will be nice for a review as well after the study is completed. I felt the price was very

reasonable, in fact I am considering purchasing other CDs for Beth's other studies.Although I have

only listened to two of the CDs, they are very good, very clear and Beth's delivery is always

wonderful. She really brings out issues you may not have considered and really makes you think.A

great value and a great companion to the Stepping Up book.



This audio is exact content of the DVDs. You need to purchase a workbook to go with this study. If

you want to look at a portion of the Psalms very detailed in historic context and application for your

life, this is a very workable study. It is best to do this with a small group and go over the lessons the

week after the audio. It is 7 week study.

Beth Moore is an incredible Bible teacher and brings so much to the study of the Psalms of Ascent.

It is inspiring and though provoking as you travel back in time and actually write your own version of

each of these Psalms. I highly recommend this study with 5+ STARS!!!Sharolyn

Beautiful devotional - a study I have never encountered before

Thank you.
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